
 

Aashiqui 2 Tamil Dubbed Movie 126 is an upcoming Indian Hindi musical romantic drama film song. This movie is the sequel
of the 2002 Bollywood film Aashiqui. The movie will be released on 13 January 2016 and will also dubbed in other languages
like Tamil and Telugu. This movie is based upon a story of a boy and girl who fall in love over the course of one night, but
cannot be together because they are from different religions — Hinduism and Islam — choosing to marry people of their own
traditions instead. The film will feature Sonu Sood and Ishita Dutta reprising their roles of the lovers from the original movie,
Ali and Aaliya, respectively, and will introduce new cast members. The movie will be shot at various locations in India and
abroad. Ali and Aaliya (Sonu Sood and Ishita Dutta) meet for the first time when they are in class 12. A shy Ali has fallen for a
confident Aaliya, but soon her life changes when she discovers that she is pregnant. She takes a brilliant debut in singing in front
of an audience after being forced to abort her pregnancy by her father to keep up with family traditions. Aaliya tries to continue
her singing career but is stopped by her father. After several attempts she succeeds in bringing up her baby boy alone. Her life
becomes challenging when the doctors tell her that because of repeated miscarriages, she could not bear children anymore. Her
father, Sheikh, does not want his daughter to marry. He wants her to take his name and continue practicing music as a
distraction to help his own political career. Ali is hurt by the news and refuses to see Aaliya for months, even after she calls him
asking for forgiveness. Aaliya is compelled to marry Aslam, a doctor in an orphanage who has fallen deeply in love with her.
The two get married and move into the orphanage, but soon they get into an argument when Aaliya realizes that both their
cultures don't agree with each other, especially after the birth of their son, Ashim. One day Aslam gets a mission from his boss
to take care of a patient in a foreign country. He requests Aaliya to marry his colleague's daughter before departure. It is decided
that Aaliya will marry Parwana and Ali will get married to his colleague's daughter. The couple are unable to communicate
despite understanding each other well. The wedding is set up, but Ali cancels it saying that he can't marry someone else just
because his own wish is to be married to Aaliya. Aaliya agrees and they spend their days together through phone calls, letters
and eventually meet again. Eventually, they both come to know that the reason behind their un-communicative nature has been
because of their cultures. They both go to Ahmedabad for the wedding where Aslam's boss now accepts Aaliya for who she is.
Aaliya agrees to marry Ali after much persuasion from his family, including the one who initially prevented her from getting
married in the first place.
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